**People assisted through SO2 August–Sep 2021**

47,517

22% Cash

71% Livelihood inputs – In-kind (Agriculture and Livestock)

8% Voucher

**PEOPLE TARGETED August–Sep 2021**

1.9 Million

50% men

50% women

**PARTNERS REPORTING**

12 partners

August-Sep 2021

**Strategic objective 2 update**

Out of this, DKH responses constituted 23%, NAPAD 21%, SIF 13%, FAO 13%, IRW 12%, NRC 12%, and the remaining 5% was provided by Candlelight, IRC and SOGPA combined. Cumulatively starting August, a total of 47,517 beneficiaries have been reached with agriculture and livestock related trainings as well as livestock restocking. This translates to (3%) of the seasonal target (1,886,990).

**Objective 2 (Provision of seasonal livelihood inputs & Livestock asset protection).** In September, a total of 11,643 beneficiaries were reached.